


Dear Kathleen:
Parting cam e again too soon,

As usual when hearts are well affined,
For m uch meant I to whisper tenderly 
In your soft-conched ear that appertains 
Most nearly to yourself. O priceless one,
You conquer where you go , all faces else 
Seem cast in shade, eyes lustreless, voices 
But idle clacking, dresses gracelessly 
Adorning less endowed, when, like the sun 
So suddenly flooding November skies 
That all the naked wood stands in amaze, 
You pass through dim-lit corridors and burst 
Into the banquet hall, resplendent, eyed 
By all, respected by the motley crowd,
Beloved by men and gods, hated by none.
Thus you stand out, egregious, striking, like 
A tall elm blackly cut against the sky,
Each sweeping curve in clearest silhouette 
When pallid evening dies adown the west.
A goddess were you (Psyche had no more 
Of loveliness, Venus of brilliancy),
Save that your perfect form Humanity 
Both claim her own. O rich, O rarest gift 
That the immutable and poignant law 
Could give to any man( while still the frame 
The ’too, too solid flesh’ doth burn and beat),
I pause, a passionate pilgrim at your door,
I seek the inmost access to your heart,
And while the weary after-hours pass 
In slow succession, bound with leaden chains, 
Since last I breathed the scented air, and basked 
Full in the heaven of your smile, pray send 
One word of solace, one small ray of hope,
That mayhap after this lone, aching time 
A joy may come that doth transcend them. all.

Lovingly yours,

Paris, Ont. October 23, 1928.

























Mr & Mrs W. H. Phipps 
2160 Lakeshore Rd. E., A p t .204 
Burlington, Ontario 
L7R 1A7



2160 Lakeshore Road,
Apt. #204,
Burlington, Ont. L7R 1A7
February 1, 1981

Dear Geoffery;
I read with a measure of regret in a recent issue of The 
Paris Star the notice of your retirement, effective as at 
the end of 1980.
I use the term ’with regret’ because, to me, it signifies 
the end of an era. The start of the era was back in 1924 
when I started in the employ of Penmans, and the era end
ed with your retirement. Soon after I came to Paris and was 
in need of the services of a dentist I consulted you and 
there began an association between us which, unfortunately 
is now terminated by your retirement.
Excuse me while I digress for a moment to apologise for 
the typewritten letter. I have never considered myself a 
typist and I use the typewriter out of consideration for 
the reader. However, my typing involves numerous errors 
and corrections, and you will find them in profusion as 
you proceed. Why would this letter be any different than 
all the other letters I’ve typed? I just ask that you 
bear with me and make the necessary allowances.
To return to the subject of my letter, I wish to say that 
our association has always been, to me, a very pleasant one. 
Your professional attention has always been rendered in a 
very capable manner, and always to my complete Satisfaction. 
I am very sorry that your services will no longer be avail
able . Even after moving to Burlington I chose to return to 
you whenever necessary for the care of my teeth.
The present is considered by some to be an occasion for 
congratulations. Without wishing to seem pessimistic I 
must say that I’m not sure that retirement is the time 
for congratulations and here’s the reason for my opinion.
We go through life hearing and reading of our later years 
referred to as the ’golden years", implying years of 
relaxation and quiet enjoyment of the years which remain. 
Excepting a relatively few fortunate individuals, it has 
been my observation that the so-called golden years are 
the years in which our infirmities come to the surface 
and plague us. Our faculties such as sight and hearing 
deteriorate, our teeth need replacing, we get arthritis, 
rheumatism, hypertension and arterio-sclerosis, which 
induces heart attacks and strokes, and memory fails com
pletely to function when we need it most. Forgive me if 
I appear to be cynical but I have experienced all of the 
forgoing with the exception of heart attacks, thank good- 
ass&g-: and I know wherof I write. However, on the odd



occasion when I permit myself to indulge in a brief period 
of self-pity I quickly remind myself that I can easily call 
to mind a number of individuals whose afflictions make what-  
ever is the matter with me seem like a headache by comparison. 
The other poor individuals tolerate their misfortunes with 
good grace and make light of them. Then I tell myself that I’m 
fortunate to be living in^not beset with vocano eruptions, 
earthquakes, floods and forest fires.
Whether retirement is a time for congratulations or not, I 
offer you congratulations for having endured the rat-race to 
the point of retirement. You and I can both think of a
number of men who didn’t make it to the point of retirement.
What I will say in your case is that you definitely earned 
your retirement.
At our ages it is senseless to look forward to a long 
continuation of years to come. Nevertheless, my wish is 
that you and Mrs. Bell will enjoy a number of years of 
quiet contentment together, in the enjoyment of your home, 
your loved ones, and your recreational interests.
It grieves me to think, Geoffery, that our paths may not cross 
again. At the same time, there’s always the probability that
you may be in Burlington sometime, visiting your son and his
family. In such a case please remember that if you can spare 
a half-hour to stop in and say "hello” Dode and I will be more
than pleased to see you and Mrs. Bell. Where we live is not hard
to find in Burlington.
Before I close I would like you to know that it has been a
great pleasure knowing you for this long period of time, and
I am deeply grateful for having been able to have the benefit 
of your professional services for so long. When I visited you 
last May 28th it was far from my thoughts then that it was the 
last time I would have the opportunity to do so. In growing 
older It has become more evident to me that nothing in life 
goes on indefinitely without change. When change occurs we 
have to accept it and accommodate ourselves to it.
My very best wishes to you and Mrs. Bell. May you both long 
enjoy the benefits and pleasures of your well earned rest.



Miss Kathleen Enticknap,
DRUMBO, Ont.
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AFTER -THOUGHT

O Kathleen, would one night's unsullied joy,
Whose treasured hours have sped forever hence, 
Could he restored into the imminence 

Of morrow's dawn! Therein was no alloy 
Of baser metal, and the mind's employ,

Bathed in the moonlight, sought a realm intense, 
Ethereal; not once the spellbound sense 

Felt the impending doubt, or pain, or cloy.
Under the stars of summer, their soft eyes

Dimmed by the moon and cirrus clouds entwined, 
Scanning the vast horizon undefined,

Filled with the magic of a sweet surmise! --
Would that the hallowed time again might rise 

Out of the past to soothe this troubled mind.


